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• Five Pillars
• “Cannot Do Without”

• Pricing Power

• “Capacity to Reinvest”
• Be right once, large TAM
• e.g., Apple – vast total addressable markets drive tax deferred increase in wealth

• “Capacity for Management to Suffer”
• E.W. Scripps Company/HGTV

• Avoid Agency Cost
• Rely upon family-controlled companies
• Tax efficiency, avoidance of realized gains

• Willing to do Anything, Able to do Nothing…
• Subsidiaries freed from capital investment decisions
• Send “All Cash to Omaha”
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Semper Vic Partners’ Model Portfolio  
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Disclosure

* Sample Portfolio’s’ “global value” equity investment style is value-oriented and long-term-minded.  Sample Portfolio has 
provided over the years considerable exposure to foreign companies that evidence a strong “capacity to reinvest.”  Indices 
against which Partnership performance is compared will not precisely mirror composition, risk or investing style of the 
Partnership.  The Partnership is more highly concentrated than the indices given that it has a portfolio of approximately 
twenty issuers.  Compound annual returns for Sample Portfolio, as other returns of the major indices, are expressed with 
dividends reinvested.  Sample Portfolio’ historic results shown above are for Sample Portfolio, a general partnership, 
through July 16, 1990, and for its successor limited partnership, Sample Portfolio, thereafter.  Annual returns are limited 
partner returns and are expressed net of all expenses.  Reported Partnership net-of-fees performance will be impacted by 
the presence of non-billed, family accounts.  Any results that include Sample Portfolio estimated monthly performance 
(including year-to-date and compound annual performance) are unaudited.  Past performance is not a guarantee of future 
results and does not diminish possibility of loss.       

The material contained in this communication is intended solely for the recipient.  No further dissemination is permitted 
without the written consent of Gardner Russo & Quinn LLC.
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